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Abstract
For languages like German and Polish, higher numbers
of word inflections lead to high out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
rates and high language model (LM) perplexities. Thus,
one of the main challenges in large vocabulary continu-
ous speech recognition (LVCSR) is recognizing an open
vocabulary. In this paper, we investigate the use of mixed
type of sub-word units in the same recognition lexicon.
Namely, morphemic or syllabic units combined with pro-
nunciations called graphones, normal graphemic mor-
phemes or syllables, along with full-words. In addition,
we investigate the suitability of hybrid mixed-unit N-
grams as features for Maximum Entropy LM along with
adaptation. We achieve significant improvements in rec-
ognizing OOVs and word error rate reductions for Ger-
man and Polish LVCSR compared to the conventional
full-word approach and state-of-the-art N-gram mixed
type hybrid LM.
Index Terms: open vocabulary, maximum entropy

1. Introduction
German and Polish are morphologically rich languages.
German has a high degree of inflection, derivation and
compounding leading to high lexical variety of words.
Polish is characterized by a high degree of inflection, con-
jugation and numerous declensional endings. This leads
to data sparseness, high OOV rates and high LM perplex-
ities. Moreover, OOVs lead to neighboring word errors
during recognition. Most of the modern LVCSR systems
operate with a hybrid vocabulary containing full-words
and sub-word units. The sub-words can be properly com-
bined to produce a wide range of words achieving better
lexical coverage using hybrid language models (HLM).

One of the main problems in HLM is the proper
choice of sub-words. A possible type of sub-word is
the morpheme which is the smallest linguistic component
of the word that has a semantic meaning. Morphemes
could be derived using a data-driven approach [1] based
on the Minimum Description Length principle (MDL).
The other type of sub-word is the syllable [2], a phono-
logical building block of words. Syllables are normally
derived using a set of rules. A different type of sub-word

unit is a graphone [3], where a graphemic sub-word unit
is augmented with its context dependent pronunciation.

On the other hand, the state-of-the-art Maximum En-
tropy (MaxEnt) LM techniques are acquiring more atten-
tion for being successful in LVCSR [4, 5, 6]. MaxEnt
LMs provide the flexibility to incorporate various fea-
tures, but consume many resources depending on vocabu-
lary size. For LVCSR, in general, the LM data is obtained
from multiple domains like Broadcast News (BN), Pod-
casts and Web data. It is often unrealistic to significantly
reduce word error rate (WER) without adapting the LM
to in-domain data [7].

In the literature, for an open vocabulary LVCSR sys-
tem N -gram HLMs are successfully applied for various
languages using different sub-words. For example, mor-
phemic LMs are used for German [8] and Arabic [9]. Syl-
lable based LMs are applied for Chinese [10] and Polish
[11]. Graphones are used for languages like English [3],
German [8] and Polish [12]. To the knowledge of the au-
thors, MaxEnt techniques and adaptation have not been
applied to hybrid LMs, yet.

In our previous work, we applied mixed types of sub-
word units HLM to German LVCSR [13] to recognize
OOVs. But, similar to N -gram backoff LM, N -gram
backoff HLM lacks the ability to incorporate the fea-
tures during language modeling. For mixed types of word
forms, as there are full-words, graphemic sub-words and
sub-word graphones, it is complex to extract suitable fea-
tures as the combinatorial complexity of possible choices
of features is high. For example, not all the morphemes
obtained from a data-driven segmentation for German are
meaningful. Similarly, a syllable itself is a representative
phonological feature of the word. For graphones, the pro-
nunciation itself is a feature to its context dependent sub-
word. Hence, we assume mixed sub-word units them-
selves as features for creating N -gram MaxEnt HLMs.
The goals of this work are described as follows:
• For Polish, we investigate the use of mixed-unit

HLMs to recognize OOVs
• For German and Polish, we investigate:

– MaxEnt HLMs using higher order N -grams
as features for mixed sub-word units
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– MaxEnt HLM vs. N -gram HLM
– Adapted HLM vs. MaxEnt HLM

2. Methodology
2.1. Grapheme-to-Phoneme Training
A graphone is a sub-word derived from augmenting a
grapheme with its corresponding phoneme sequence. To
generate sub-word graphones, we train a statistical joint-
sequence grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) model [14]. We
seek the most likely pronunciation ϕ ∈ Φ∗ for a given
orthographic form g ∈ G∗, where Φ and G are the sets of
phonemes and letters respectively as:

ϕ(g) = arg max
ϕ́∈Φ∗

p(ϕ́, g) (1)

A graphone is represented as a pair q = (g, ϕ) ∈ Q ⊆
G∗×Φ∗ . The set of co-segmentations of g and ϕ is repre-
sented by S(g,ϕ). The p(ϕ, g) is reduced to a probability
distribution over graphone sequences p(q) as:

p(qN1 ) =

N∏
i=1

p(qi|qi−1, ..., qi−M+1) (2)

If the number of letters and phonemes ranges from zero
to an upper limit ‘L’, the M -gram model is trained using
Maximum Likelihood (ML) training using the Expecta-
tion Maximization (EM) algorithm as :

p(ϕ, g) ≈ max
q∈S(g,ϕ)

p(q1, ..., qL) (3)

2.2. Mixed-unit Sub-words
Alternatively, we decompose the words using Morfessor
[1]. For both languages, we train word decomposition
model using unique words that occur more than 5 times
in the LM training corpora. We exclude low frequency
words to avoid noise (mis-spelled words e.t.c.,) that are
harmful during training. The model is capable of decom-
posing unseen words. We also perform syllabification of
words using a phonological rule based tool [15]. The de-
composed words are post-processed to produce a cleaner
set of sub-words and to avoid very short sub-words which
are usually difficult to recognize.

As described in our previous work for German
LVCSR [13], we repeat similar steps for Polish LVCSR
to obtain mixed-units. We choose a full-word vocabulary
size of 300k. To create a conventional morpheme/syllable
HLM, the top N frequent words are preserved as full-
words, and the remainder is decomposed into sub-words.
As described in Section 2.1, we use the trained G2P
model, to generate the pronunciations for the full-words
(except for the the top N frequent words). Then, we
generate the sub-word (morphemes/syllable) graphones
by aligning the full-word pronunciation to its graphemic
sub-word sequence. For alignment, we use Dynamic Pro-
gramming and Expectation Maximization algorithm as
described in [16]. To use mixed-units, we implement
a threefold approach, i.e., the value of N is optimized
for each type of sub-word (morphemes: N=70k ; sylla-
bles: N=130k) over the development corpus to obtain the

best WER. We also use M graphones (M=100k), where
the graphemic component of the graphone is a mor-
pheme/syllable. To compare this threefold approach to
the conventional sub-word HLM, we replace graphones
with normal morphemes/syllables.

2.3. MaxEnt HLMs
Words can be represented by either full-words, or
grapheme or graphone based sub-words. Elements from
the combined set U of all full-words and sub-words will
be denoted as unified words. We use unified words as
N -gram features to create MaxEnt HLMs. If u is an uni-
fied word, f(.) is the feature function, λ is the optimal
weight, h is the context, Z(h) is the normalization factor
for all observed contexts then the MaxEnt model is given
by Equation (4). After estimating the optimal weights λi,
the MaxEnt model is smoothed using Gaussian priors.

pme(u|h) =
e
∑

i λifi(u,h)

Z(h)
(4)

Z(h) =
∑
uiεU

e
∑

j λjfj(ui,h) (5)

2.4. Adaptation

We perform Maximum a-posteriori (MAP) adaptation us-
ing Gaussian priors over trained MaxEnt models. The
MaxEnt model is trained on background data including
the features of in-domain data. The prior parameters
computed from background data are used to learn param-
eters from in-domain data. During MaxEnt training as
described in Section 2.3, the prior has zero mean dur-
ing Gaussian prior smoothing. But during adaptation, the
prior distribution is centered at the background data pa-
rameters. The regularized log-likelihood of the adapta-
tion training data is maximized during adaptation. In our
experiments as an in-domain data, we investigate the use
of development data as a type of a supervised adaptation.
Alternatively, we also use the transcriptions from a first
recognition pass as a type of unsupervised adaptation. We
created MaxEnt and adapted models using open-source
MaxEnt SRILM-extension [6].

2.5. Interpolation
In general, N -gram LMs are known to perform better in
capturing short range context dependencies. If u is a uni-
fied word, then we effectively preserve the advantages of
N -gram backoff HLM pbo(u) and MaxEnt HLM pme(u)
by linear interpolation as shown in Equation (6). λ is op-
timized over development corpora.

p(u) = λpbo(u) + (1− λ)pme(u) (6)

3. Experimental Setup
For German (2-pass) and Polish LVCSR (3-pass), we
use the acoustic models, LMs and recognition setup us-
ing Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(CMLLR), and Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression



(MLLR) speaker adaptation as described in [13] and [12]
respectively. The German LM training corpora (Broad-
cast News (BN)) consist of around 188 Million running
full-words. The Polish LM training corpora (BN, web,
podcasts) consist of around 658 Million running full-
words. For German and Polish LVCSR, we construct a
4-gram and 5-gram LM (full-word/hybrid) respectively
using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing. In the recogni-
tion setup, after the final pass the N -best (N=500) lists
are generated for MaxEnt HLM rescoring and adaptation
experiments. Due to huge training corpora, we created
multiple partitions to create MaxEnt models followed by
linear interpolation to merge LMs. In our experiments
we compute effective OOV rate by considering a word is
an OOV if it is not found in the vocabulary and it is not
possible to compose it using in-vocabulary sub-words.
For our experiments, we use the development and eval-
uation corpora from German:Quaero-2009 (dev09: 7.5h;
eval09: 3.8h) and Polish:Quaero-2010 (dev10: 3.2h;
eval10: 3.5h) system. Both corpora consist of audio from
BN, web and podcast sources.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Mixed-unit HLM

In Table 1, we record the Polish LVCSR recognition
WERs using morphemic/syllabic HLMs and mixed-unit
HLMs. The initial part of the vocabulary consists of full-
words (70k in the case of morphemes, and 130k in the
case of syllables). This is obtained after a series of op-
timization experiments not shown in this paper. Systems
m1, m2, and s1, s2 are two-fold morpheme or syllable
HLMs respectively containing only full-words and single
type sub-words (morphemes or syllables or graphones).
Systems m3 and s3 are mixed-unit type morpheme or
syllable HLMs respectively as described in Section 2.2.
The reason behind choosing 100k graphone entries is to
achieve comparable OOV rate to the 500k baseline. Sys-
tems b1 and b2 are full-word baselines.

Table 1: Polish LVCSR WERs based on full-word/mixed-
unit 5-gram LMs (sbws: sub-words, wrds: words, grfs:
graphones, mrf: morpheme, slb: syllable).

Dev Eval
sbw #full # # WER WER

sys type wrds sbws grfs [%] [%]
b1 - 300k - - 22.7 26.8
b2 - 500k - - 22.1 25.6
m1 mrf 70k 230k 0k 22.7 26.2
m2 0k 277k 22.2 25.9
m3 130k 100k 22.4 26.0
s1 slb 130k 170k 0k 22.3 26.1
s2 0k 173k 22.7 26.6
s3 70k 100k 22.1 25.8

As shown in Table 1, the syllabic system (s1) per-

forms better than the morphemic system (m1) in terms
of WER. Where as the morphemic graphone system
(m2) performs better than the syllabic graphone system
(s2). The syllabic mixed-unit HLM (s3) outperformed
all the conventional HLMs. This gives WER reductions
of [dev10: 2.6% relative (0.6% absolute); eval10: 3.7%
relative (1.0% absolute)] compared to the 300k baseline
(b1). Moreover, the WERs of the best system (s3) are
comparable to the 500k baseline system (b2).

4.2. MaxEnt HLM and Adaptation

We record the German and Polish LVCSR recognition
results using MaxEnt HLMs and the adaptation exper-
iments as shown in Table 2. We perform the experi-
ments only using mixed-unit vocabulary, which gave the
best results using conventional LM training. For Ger-
man, we choose the mixed-unit vocabulary comprising
of 5k full-words, 95k morphemes and 200k graphones
as described in our previous work [13] for MaxEnt ex-
periments. For all the German MaxEnt and adaptation
experiments, we use 4-gram features to create HLMs.
For Polish, we choose the best system (s3) mixed-unit
vocabulary from Table 1 for MaxEnt experiments. For
Polish MaxEnt experiment, we use 5-gram features. To
create adapted models, due to resource constrains we use
4-gram features. In our experiments, we show results of
adapted/MaxEnt HLMs interpolated withN-gram HLMs.

As shown in Table 2, for German LVCSR, the in-
terpolated MaxEnt HLM with N-gram HLM performed
better than the N-gram HLM. Adaptation did not show
additional improvements. One of the reasons is the use
of limited LM training data which is already in-domain.
It should be noted that unsupervised adaptation resulted
in relatively few mis-recognized in-vocabulary errors and
high OOV recognition compared to the other systems.
For all MaxEnt systems, we achieve relative WER re-
ductions of 1.8%, compared to 300k full-word system on
eval09 corpora.

For Polish LVCSR, the interpolated MaxEnt HLM
with N-gram HLM performed better than the standard
mixed-unit N-gram HLM. We report that the adapted
MaxEnt system using the first recognition pass transcrip-
tions outperformed all other systems. For the unsuper-
vised adapted system we achieve relative WER reduc-
tions of 6.0% compared to 300k full-word system on
eval10 corpora.

4.3. OOV Word Recognition Accuracy

In Table 2, we show the number of correctly recognized
OOVs w.r.t. to the 300k full-words. Here, a word is con-
sidered an OOV if it is not found in the 300k full-words.
For German, the unsupervised adapted system recognizes
around 37% OOVs. For Polish, the mixed-unit HLM sys-
tem recognizes around 36% OOVs with the cost of high
in-vocabulary mis-recognitions. However, unsupervised
adapted system is the best system in terms of both WER



Table 2: Recognition results (ln.: Language, DE: German, PL: Polish, ME.: MaxEnt experiment, adap.: adaptation,
sp: supervised adaptation, usp: unsupervised adaptation, wrd mod.: word modeling, tot. voc.: total vocabulary, fw:
full-words, mix.: mixed-unit types, OV: effective OOV Rate [%], MIV: Fraction of mis-recognized in-vocabulary words
w.r.t. 300k fw vocabulary [%], PPL: perplexity, COV: OOVs recognized w.r.t. 300k fw vocabulary [%])

ln. ME. adap. wrd tot. dev eval
(yes/no) (sp/usp) mod. voc. OV PPL WER MIV COV OV PPL WER MIV COV

no - fw 300k 2.9 403 31.2 – – 2.6 430 27.3 – –
500k 2.4 434 30.9 – – 2.1 464 27.1 – –

DE mix. 300k 2.6 342 31.0 23.7 29.8 2.3 364 27.0 22.3 36.2
yes - 338 31.0 23.5 30.0 359 26.8 22.2 36.4

sp 291 30.4 23.0 30.4 338 26.8 22.1 36.1
usp – – – – 278 26.8 22.0 36.8

no - fw 300k 1.7 580 22.7 – – 1.9 536 26.8 – –
500k 1.1 620 22.1 – – 1.2 600 25.6 – –

PL mix. 300k 0.8 576 22.1 21.8 28.6 1.0 613 25.8 24.8 35.9
yes - 572 22.1 21.9 28.8 609 25.7 24.6 34.4

sp 451 20.9 20.7 28.3 529 25.4 24.0 33.0
usp – – – – 444 25.2 24.2 34.4

and MIV, where 34% of OOVs are recognized.

5. Conclusions
We investigated the use of mixed type of sub-word units
for building an open vocabulary Polish LVCSR system.
We showed that using mixed-unit types during language
modeling is helpful for morphologically rich German and
Polish languages in order to model the OOVs and reduce
the WERs. We applied MaxEnt techniques along with
adaptation to hybrid LMs. For German and Polish LVC-
SRs mixed-units as N -gram features helped to reduce
the WERs and also in-vocabulary error rates using Max-
Ent hybrid language modeling. Furthermore, we recog-
nized around 37% and 34% of OOVs using unsupervised
adapted systems for German and Polish LVCSRs respec-
tively compared to the 300k full-word baselines on eval-
uation corpora. The obtained WERs for the best systems
outperformed the 500k full-word baselines.
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